
Finding Fairness in Farm Transition 

How does a family define fairness? Is it helping everyone be successful or is it helping the farm 

be successful after the farm transition?  

Fairness means different things to different farm team members and the non-farming heirs. In 
the ‘Finding Fairness in Farm Transition’ presentation, Elaine tackles the challenges most farm 

families encounter when trying to be FAIR during the farm transition.  

Covering everything from ‘what is fair?’ to ‘how to establish to nonfarming children they aren’t 
getting a raw deal’ and ‘how to get everyone talking at the next farm meeting’, attendees at 

this presentation leave: 

 Learning how to ask powerful questions to uncover what fairness means to each 
individual involved in your farm transition process. 

 Gleaning better conflict resolution language to help you navigate tough yet 
courageous conversations to transfer assets and build harmony in your farm 
family. 

 Knowing how to activate the FAIR approach of Financial transparency, Attitudes 
towards money, Intentions, and Roles and rebels approaches. 

 Knowing the questions to ask and how to get better understanding of what 
fairness looks like to you and each of your family members.  

 Knowing how to answer questions about debt servicing, gifting, farm viability, 
entitlement, and defining reasonable expectations. 

“ 
Develop your why (your intent) and 

you can bear almost any how.”  

               - Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzche 

A typical presentation can be about 60 minutes or longer. Elaine 

uses texting options to help coach her audience with their specific 

needs as she is speaking. She follows up this presentation with her 

“Get Farm Transition Unstuck Online Course” which can be found 

on ElaineFroese.com. 

https://elainefroese.lpages.co/get-unstuck-course/
https://elainefroese.com/
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“This has helped kickstart the thought 

process!” 

“So relevant with what is 

happening. So refreshing!” 

Gives me the confidence in what 

I have to go through.” 

“As a granddaughter that watched 

my grandparents’ legacy split apart 

family, I cannot wait to show this to 

my parents so it doesn’t happen 

again.” 

Real Results from Attendees 

Interested in learning more? Elaine would love to discuss how she can share this information 

and more with your audience. Email her today at elaine@elainefroese.com to learn more. 
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Follow Elaine’s YouTube channel, “Elaine Froese Farm Family Coach”, by clicking HERE.  

Watch the Finding Fairness in Farm Transition video on YouTube  
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